[Therapy of posterior orbital tumors].
Tumors of the posterior orbit require different therapeutic modalities, depending on the histological entity. In the orbit all structures are in close relationship and the endocranium is in the direct proximity. This requires profound knowledge of topographic anatomy and high therapeutic precision. The surgical approach to the posterior orbit via a ventral intraorbital approach is strongly restricted due to the ocular bulb which consumes most space in the anterior orbit. Therefore if the bulb and vision are to be retained extraorbital surgical corridors are predominantly preferred. These are classified into extracranial and intracranial approaches. In detail, the former are medial transethmoidal orbitotomy, caudal transmaxillar orbitotomy and lateral orbitotomy. Frontolateral and frontotemporal orbitotomy as well as frontal, bifrontal and subfrontal orbitotomy are intracranial approaches. Apart from surgical methods there are several forms of radiotherapy which can be applied to orbital tumors under certain indications. Radiotherapy may be performed with external fractionated photon radiation or as stereotactic radiation, with heavy ions or protons or as brachytherapy. In this article various therapeutic interventions to the posterior orbit and the indications and potential side-effects are described.